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Evidence-based medicine is the application of scientific evidence to clinical practice. This article discusses the difficulties of applying global evidence (“average effects” measured as population means) to local problems (individual patients or groups who might depart from the population average). It argues that the benefit or harm of most treatments in clinical trials can be misleading and fail to reveal the potentially complex mixture of substantial benefits for some, little benefit for many, and harm for a few. Heterogeneity of treatment effects reflects patient diversity in risk of disease, responsiveness to treatment, vulnerability to adverse effects, and utility for different outcomes. Recognizing these factors, researchers can design studies that better characterize who will benefit from medical treatments, and clinicians and policymakers can make better use of the results.
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Evidence-based medicine (EBM) is the systematic application of scientific evidence to clinical practice. Because its strengths and limitations have been described in detail elsewhere (Fahey 1998; Feinstein and Horwitz 1998; Rosser 1999; Sackett et al. 1996), we focus here on the difficulties of applying global evidence (mostly “average effects” measured as population means) to local
problems (individual patients or groups who may depart from the population average).

It should be obvious that treatment effects are not necessarily the same for everyone. What may not be so obvious is that misapplying averages can cause harm, by either giving patients treatments that do not help or denying patients treatments that would help them. Proponents of EBM recognize the value of different kinds of evidence, the importance of clinical judgment, and the role of patients’ values (Dans et al. 1998; McAlister et al. 2000; Sackett et al. 2000). Users, however, may understand EBM in a more restrictive sense (Kanouse, Kallich, and Kahan 1995; Lomas 1991; Lomas et al. 1989), resulting in overconfidence in the value of average effects for guiding individual treatments that might compromise the effective application of EBM.

The purpose of this article is to stimulate efforts to identify and validate approaches that balance regard for global evidence with respect for local problems; acknowledge the equal importance of internal validity and external validity (generalizability); pave the way for a more personalized form of medicine based on new scientific discoveries; and inform policy in regard to drug approval, clinical guidelines development, and payment decisions.

The clinical problem of individualizing therapy is related to the statistical problem of the heterogeneity of treatment effects (HTE), also known as treatment-effect heterogeneity or treatment heterogeneity (Longford 1999). HTE is present when the same treatment produces different results in different patients (Sorensen 1996). When HTE is present, the modest benefit ascribed to many treatments in clinical trials can be misleading because modest average effects may reflect a mixture of substantial benefits for some, little benefit for many, and harm for a few.

The Dimensions of Treatment-Effect Heterogeneity

Our ability to predict how an individual patient will respond to a particular treatment depends on our knowledge of the patient’s (1) baseline probability of incurring a disease-related adverse event (“risk without treatment” or “susceptibility/prognosis”), (2) responsiveness to the treatment, (3) vulnerability to the adverse side effects of the treatment, and (4) utilities for different outcomes. Heterogeneities in these dimensions are the driving forces behind HTE.
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Risk without treatment is shorthand for the probability of incurring an undesirable, disease-related outcome without any treatment, with a placebo treatment, or with a standard (nonexperimental) treatment. It subsumes two epidemiological concepts: susceptibility to the disease or condition itself, and prognosis (expected course and outcome) in the absence of the index (experimental) treatment. For example, patients routinely spending more than two hours outside after dusk are up to six times more likely to contract West Nile virus (Mostashari et al. 2001), and infected patients over 50 years of age are 20 times more likely to suffer sequelae requiring hospitalization (Nash et al. 2001).

Responsiveness to treatment is the probability that a diseased individual will experience a clinically significant benefit from the treatment. The response to a medicine can depend on drug absorption, distribution, metabolism, or elimination; drug concentration at the target site; or the number and functionality of target receptors (Roses 2000). In general terms, patients who absorb a drug rapidly, metabolize it slowly, or have a high concentration of highly functional drug receptors demonstrate a greater responsiveness to the drug than do patients who absorb slowly, metabolize rapidly, or have a low concentration of receptors.

Vulnerability to side effects is the probability of incurring adverse outcomes related to the treatment (i.e., the likelihood of experiencing side effects). The events of interest are those that would not occur in the absence of the treatment. Whether a clinical event is categorized as disease related or treatment related depends on the context. For example, for patients treated with aspirin to prevent heart disease, a heart attack would be classified as a disease-related risk, and gastrointestinal bleeding (caused in part by the aspirin’s abrading the stomach) would be a treatment-related side effect. In contrast, for patients taking a proton-pump inhibitor to prevent peptic ulcer disease, gastrointestinal bleeding would be a disease-related outcome.

Utilities are a manifestation of patients’ values and preferences for different outcomes. Often they reflect tradeoffs between the quantity and quality of life, among different dimensions of quality, or concerning the timing of events. For example, the drug tamoxifen is recommended as an option for preventing breast cancer among women whose ten-year risk of breast cancer exceeds 1.7 percent. Women who choose to take tamoxifen are implicitly trading a reduction in the risk of breast cancer for an increase in the risk of blood clots, hot flashes, and uterine cancer (U.S. Preventive Services Task Force 2002).
Substantial heterogeneities can and do exist in these dimensions. For example:

**Risk without Treatment.** Patients with atrial fibrillation and rheumatic heart disease are 18 times more likely to experience a stroke compared with those free of valvular heart disease (Lip and Lowe 1996). The potential benefit of taking blood thinners is therefore much greater for those with an abnormal heart valve.

**Responsiveness to Treatment.** As a result of geographic variation in the prevalence of penicillin-resistant bacteria, in some U.S. cities patients with pneumonia are much more likely to respond to penicillin than are patients residing elsewhere (McCormick et al. 2003).

**Vulnerability to Side Effects.** Patients who inherit a deficiency of thiopurine S-methyl transferase are ten to 20 times more sensitive to the marrow-suppressing effects of 6-MP, a drug used to treat certain leukemias and Crohn’s disease, than are patients with normal levels of this enzyme. Therefore, deficient patients must be treated cautiously with 6-MP, if at all (Coulthard et al. 2002).

**Utilities.** Preference weights for impotence and incontinence following prostate cancer surgery can range from 0.1 to 1.0 (Volk et al. 2004). (A utility of 0.1 for impotence/incontinence means that a patient would be willing to trade ten years of life with impotence/incontinence for one year of life that is free of symptoms. A utility of 1.0 means the patient assigns exactly the same value to a year of life with impotence/incontinence as to a year of life free of symptoms.)

In sum, treatment-effect heterogeneity is plausible across a variety of clinical contexts.

The Definition of Heterogeneity of Treatment Effects

Heterogeneity of treatment effects is the magnitude of the variation of individual treatment effects across a population. In statistical terms, HTE is equivalent to the interaction between treatment effect and individual patient effect. If there is no interaction between the treatment and the individual, then the treatment effect is additive relative to the individual effect. There also is no variation in the treatment effects across individual patients and no HTE. An individual treatment effect (ITE) is the difference between a person’s outcome on treatment A and his
or her outcome on treatment B (where “treatment B” may be an active treatment, a placebo, or no treatment). Typically, the variation in ITEs is expressed as a standard deviation, so that HTE is defined as the standard deviation of the ITEs across a target population. (Alternative measures of dispersion, such as the interquartile range, can also be used as warranted in specific applications.) Sometimes HTE is regarded as dichotomous, with HTE said to be absent if the variation is null or small, and present if the variation is large.

Figure 1 (panel A) is a histogram of ITEs for patients in a hypothetical clinical trial. The average patient receives a net benefit of +0.5 standardized effect size units (generally regarded as a “moderate” effect) (Cohen 1988). The average of ITEs across individuals in the target population is the average treatment effect (ATE), shown as the thick vertical line. The ATE has been the primary focus of clinical studies in recent decades. Patients represented on the far right-hand side of the curve receive benefits from the treatment that are much larger than average. Those to the left receive smaller than average benefits, and those to the far left incur harm. Although Figure 1 portrays a set of normal distributions, other distributions are both possible and evident in practice.

It is important to recognize that HTE is the standard deviation of the ITEs rather than the standard deviation of the outcomes in the target population. The latter is commonly used to derive the “treatment effect size” in parallel group clinical trials. HTE can be shown to be equal to $\sqrt{2} \text{SD} \sqrt{1 - \rho}$, where SD is the pooled standard deviation of the outcome and $\rho$ is the (usually unknown) correlation between the outcome for individuals under treatment A compared with treatment B. Since $\rho$ is usually unknown but is expected to be nonnegative, HTE can be as small as zero (if $\rho = 1$) and as large as $\sqrt{2} \text{SD}$ (if $\rho = 0$) for a given SD.

Based on these considerations, HTE is small when the SD for treatment outcomes is small. HTE is small relative to the SD of the outcomes when most patients are either “protected” (destined to do well regardless of which of the two treatments they receive) or “doomed” (destined to do poorly regardless). Otherwise HTE can be large.

If HTE is modest (panel B) or if the ATE is large (panel C), few patients will suffer harm from a treatment that is, on average, beneficial. Nevertheless, qualitative HTE such as the hypothetical example shown in panel A should not be ruled out without careful investigation, especially given most clinical studies’ inability to assess ITEs and HTE directly. In one telling example, Rothwell and Warlow (1999) reported that carotid
The average treatment effect (ATE) is indicated by the vertical bar. Individuals to the right of the bar derive a greater than average benefit, while those to the left derive less than an average benefit or even harm. The horizontal axis is standardized by the pooled standard deviation of the outcome. The gray zone represents patients in whom the effect size is so small (+/−0.25 SD) as to be clinically meaningless. Panel A represents a normal distribution centered on an effect size of 0.5 SD; panel B represents a more narrow distribution, still centered on the same mean; and panel C is normally distributed but shifted to the right (mean effect size about 1.3 SDs).

**Figure 1.** Distribution of Individual-Specific Treatment Effects (ITEs) in Three Hypothetical Populations
endarterectomy (a surgical procedure for removing plaque from the wall of the carotid artery) reduced the risk of stroke by one-third among the 16 percent of patients with a high “prognostic score” (4 or more points), compared with a nonsignificant increase in risk of stroke among patients with a low score (0 or 1). In other words, carotid endarterectomy has different (qualitative) effects depending on the patient’s baseline “risk without treatment.”

Heterogeneity in the Population and Heterogeneity in the Sample

Longford and Nelder (1999) characterized a clinical trial as an experiment and a survey rolled into one. Although randomized controlled trials (RCTs) usually are good experiments, they often are poor surveys. A good survey sample is representative of the target population, so that the parameters estimated in the sample can be generalized to the target population. By convenience, RCTs are usually characterized by narrow inclusion criteria and recruitment. Under these conditions, the heterogeneity of treatment effects may be dramatically underestimated, and even assiduous investigators can be misled into thinking that their results are more generalizable than they actually are.

As shown in Figure 2 (derived from Longford 1999), patients enrolled in RCTs (“the sample”) are not necessarily representative of patients in the target population. In fact, nonrepresentativeness is probably the rule rather than the exception (Schmoor, Olschewski, and Schumacher 1996). If HTE is found to be null or very small, the treatment effect is homogeneous in the sample. Even in this instance, however, the treatment effect may not be homogeneous in the target population. The sample might be narrowly composed of individuals for whom the treatment has a uniform effect (e.g., sample 1 in Figure 2). In this situation the sample HTE underestimates the population HTE, even though the sample ATE might be unbiased for the population ATE. If the sample is composed of individuals for whom the treatment has an aberrant effect, the population ATE might be underestimated or, as in sample 2 in Figure 2, overestimated. In comparison, sample 3 illustrates a truly representative sample that is expected to yield unbiased estimates for both ATE and HTE.

Longford’s critique has some important implications. If the average effect as reported in clinical trials does not apply to a part of the population, clinicians may end up overtreating (or undertreating) some
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Sample 1 is centered but fails to reflect the diversity of the population in terms of net treatment benefit. Sample 2 is composed of individuals who happen to derive much more net benefit from the treatment than does the average member of the population. Only sample 3 is broadly representative of the population in terms of risk, responsiveness, and vulnerability.

Figure 2. Distribution of ITE in the Population (Large Unshaded Curve) and in Three Hypothetical Samples (Shaded Curves)

of their patients. The result may take an especially perilous turn if practice guidelines inadvertently encourage physicians to discount differences between their patients (and settings) and those studied in the primary trials. For example, the Randomized Aldactone Evaluation Study trial showed that use of spironolactone (a specific type of potassium-sparing diuretic) in selected patients with advanced congestive heart failure resulted in a 30 to 35 percent reduction in the risk of death and rehospitalization (Pitt et al. 1999). Publication of this trial and subsequent guidelines from the American College of Cardiology were associated with a fourfold increase in the use of spironolactone among patients with heart failure between 1994 and 2001. Unfortunately, the increased usage in this patient population was associated with a greater than fourfold increase in hospitalizations for high blood potassium (a side effect of spironolactone treatment) and no reduction in all-cause mortality (Juurlink et al. 2004). This paradoxical finding may be partially explained by the differential patient selection in the community as compared with the trial and different local monitoring standards.

Why Treatments Do Not Work the Same for Everyone

We have argued that a treatment that is mildly beneficial on average may have differing effects in individuals. Part of this variation can be
attributed to how the treatment is delivered; for example, two aspirin tablets might work better if they are backed up with a friendly invitation to “call me in the morning” (underscoring the healing value of reassurance) (Kaptchuk 2002); and tricyclic antidepressants might be administered more safely if preceded by a screening electrocardiogram (allowing for the exclusion of patients with certain preexisting electrical conduction defects). Even if the treatment is delivered uniformly, the outcomes will still vary because, as noted earlier, individual patients differ according to their preexisting risk without treatment, responsiveness to treatment, vulnerability to side effects, and health state preferences or utilities. We now examine these dimensions in more detail.

Risk without Treatment (Baseline Risk)

Clinicians know that patients with the same disease can have widely different prognoses depending on the severity of the primary illness and the number and type of comorbidities. All else being equal, the absolute benefits of a treatment increase along with the increasing baseline risk (i.e., heightened susceptibility or worse prognosis). Thus, coronary artery bypass surgery is lifesaving (reduces the risk of mortality) when performed on patients with blockage of the left main coronary artery (the major source of blood to the entire left side of the heart), but generally not when performed on patients with blockage of only one or two vessels (Keenan and Chou 1998). The blood thinner warfarin reduces the risk of stroke by an average of 68 percent for nearly everyone with atrial fibrillation except for patients who are younger than 65 years of age and do not have a history of hypertension, diabetes, or previous stroke or transient ischemic attack (TIA, “ministroke”). These patients have such a low baseline risk of stroke—approaching 1 percent per year—that the risk of bleeding from warfarin exceeds any possible benefit (Stroke Prevention in Atrial Fibrillation Investigators 1994).

Responsiveness

The variations in responsiveness lie behind the observation that treatments often pack more physiological, functional, or psychological “wallop” in some patients than others. Some variations in responsiveness are genetic in origin (Evans and McLeod 2003). For example, 7 percent of Caucasians cannot metabolize codeine into morphine and so do not get any pain relief from codeine (Sindrup and Brosen 1995).
TABLE 1
Genetically Determined Mediators of Treatment Responsiveness and Vulnerability to Adverse Treatment-Related Effects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanism</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mediators of Responsiveness</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug metabolism</td>
<td>Some patients metabolize isoniazid (INH) rapidly, thereby diminishing its effectiveness against tuberculosis (Sykes 2000).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug receptor affinity</td>
<td>Among men with coronary atherosclerosis, carriers of two B1 alleles of the cholesteryl ester transfer protein benefit most from pravastatin (a cholesterol-lowering drug) (Kuivenhoven et al. 1998).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mediators of Vulnerability</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug metabolism</td>
<td>Glucose-6-dehydrogenase deficiency is associated with hemolysis following treatment with antimalarials and sulfa drugs (Mehta, Mason, and Vulliamy 2000).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preexisting functional insult</td>
<td>Breast cancer and lymphoma patients with one or more APO-E4 alleles are more likely to experience chemotherapy-related cognitive decline (Ahles et al. 2003).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altered receptor binding</td>
<td>Schizophrenics with alterations in the serotonin 2A receptor gene are more vulnerable to tardive dyskinesia when treated with conventional antipsychotics (Segman et al. 2001).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other examples are given in Table 1. A cautionary note was recently sounded by statistician Stephen Senn, who pointed out that if patients vary randomly in their response over time, identifying the causes of non-response becomes much more complicated (Senn 2004). Nevertheless, biological variations in responsiveness are behind at least some of the difficulties in individualizing treatment (Weinshilboum 2003).

Behavioral and environmental variables can also influence responsiveness to treatment. For example, patients who respond poorly to drug therapy are less likely to derive benefit from the prescription (Coronary Drug Project Research Group 1980). No matter what treatment is offered, only those treatment components that are actually delivered and adhered to will have any direct effects. The antecedents of adherence are complex but are known to include personality and contextual factors with both genetic and environmental components (Sherbourne et al. 1992).

Beyond any individual variations in responsiveness, the effect of therapies that are beneficial on average may vary in many respects from
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hospital to hospital or clinic to clinic, with only some of the variation owing to chance (Ioannidis et al. 1999). A good example comes from the Beta-Blocker Heart Attack Trial (B-Blocker Heart Attack Trial Research Group 1982). This was a well-controlled, multicenter, randomized controlled trial in which patients, on average, were more likely to survive an acute myocardial infarction if given propranolol rather than a placebo. In ten of the 31 sites, however, mortality was lower in those patients given a placebo. These differences were unlikely due to biases in the trial design or inadequate sample sizes but were most likely due to differences in individual patients and the contextual differences in the various study sites (Horwitz et al. 1996).

Vulnerability

Vulnerability to the adverse effects of the index treatment is the flip side of responsiveness (Phillips et al. 2001). Genetic and environmental variations in susceptibility to side effects can have a major impact on the net effect (benefit or harm) of treatment. Mallal and colleagues (2002) reported on a genetic marker predicting serious reactions to abacavir, a drug used to treat HIV infection. About 5 percent of patients treated with abacavir develop a serious, potentially life-threatening allergic reaction. Mallal and colleagues reported that those patients with certain major histocompatibility (MHC) markers were several hundred times more likely to experience hypersensitivity than were those lacking all three markers. Other examples of genetic vulnerability to side effects of medications are given in Table 1.

As with risk, vulnerability can be influenced by contextual factors such as the clinician’s ability to detect adverse effects of treatment and to respond appropriately. For example, institutional differences in the “failure to rescue” patients with cardiac decompensation or gastrointestinal bleeding (Needleman et al. 2002; Silber et al. 1992) produced different mortality rates associated with the use of new drugs or procedures. If one hospital was much better than another at detecting early signs of treatment-related problems, the two hospitals might have different in-hospital death rates associated with that treatment.

Utilities

Patients’ preferences for different health states (utilities) are the ultimate arbiter of treatment success. As a corollary, clinical outcomes such
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as death or hospitalization are in some sense “intermediate” outcomes until weighted by patients’ preferences. As noted earlier with respect to prostate cancer, outcome-related preferences can vary by tenfold or more. Such differences in utilities among patients can generate HTEs that may exceed those produced by differences in risk, responsiveness, or vulnerability. Consider the choice of treatment options for breast cancer that might lead to death, survival with major disfigurement, or survival without major body disfigurement. For patients with a strong aversion to major body disfigurement, the appropriate treatment choice might emphasize breast preservation even at the cost of a lower survival rate. The same treatments might lead to substantially different utilities across patients, even if they produce exactly the same clinical outcomes.

Accounting for Heterogeneity of Treatment Effects

The possibility that treatment effects are heterogeneous across individuals means that clinicians cannot always apply RCT-derived average effects to their patients. The EBM community has incorporated patient values and preferences into the general framework of evidence-based medicine (Sackett et al. 2000), and some experts advocate accounting for baseline risk (susceptibility/prognosis) as a way to more accurately estimate a treatment’s effects on an individual (McAlister et al. 2000). However, there has been little effort to assess responsiveness and vulnerability simultaneously with susceptibility/prognosis and utility. Taking this more holistic approach will become important as progress in genomics and proteomics facilitates detailed subgroup analysis based on underlying molecular mechanisms (Roses 2000). We now explore how risk, responsiveness, and vulnerability affect treatment thresholds, first separately and then in combination.

Glasziou and Irwig argued that those “patients at greatest risk of a disease will have the greatest net benefit from treatment, as benefit to patients usually increases with risk while harm remains comparatively fixed” (Glasziou and Irwig 1995, 1356). Their thesis is depicted graphically in Figure 3, panel A. As the baseline risk (\(R_c\)) climbs from 0 percent to 100 percent, the expected treatment benefit (charted on an absolute percentage scale and represented by the dark line) is assumed
to increase from 0 percent to 10 percent. Conversely, any harm resulting from side effects of the treatment is assumed not to be related to the (baseline) risk of an adverse disease-related outcome, as shown by the horizontal dashed line. The value of $R_c$ where the two lines cross is the treatment threshold. Above this threshold of risk, patients will gain more than they lose from treatment. Below the threshold, the opposite is true.

Panels B through D in Figure 3 show alternative scenarios for the simultaneous influence of risk, responsiveness, and vulnerability on hypothetical treatment thresholds. (We assume that utilities have already been incorporated into the scales for measuring the absolute treatment effect and the treatment-related harm, so that the vertical axis is comparable between the two types of outcomes.) In panel B (Risk and Responsiveness), the upper diagonal line represents the relationship between baseline risk (susceptibility/prognosis) and treatment benefits for a group of patients characterized as “high responders.” These patients respond better to treatment than do “low responders” with the same baseline risk because they are better absorbers, slower metabolizers, have better drug-binding sites, or any number of other reasons (O’Neill et al. 2001). The lower diagonal line represents relatively poor responders. Note that in this diagram, the threshold TT2 for treatment among good responders is much lower than the threshold TT1 for poor responders.
Even at low levels of baseline risk, the treatment offers net benefits to good responders.

In panel C (Risk and Vulnerability), harm depends on degree of vulnerability to adverse effects but remains independent of baseline risk (susceptibility/prognosis). The benefits of treatment (diagonal line) increase along with the rising baseline risk. Two groups of patients, however, are distinguished by their vulnerability to the adverse effects of treatment (horizontal lines). In the abacavir example (Mallal et al. 2002), the treatment threshold TT2 for patients genetically vulnerable to the adverse effects of the drug is much higher than the treatment threshold TT1 for those with other alleles.

A more complete model is represented in panel D (Risk, Responsiveness, and Vulnerability). Here we assume (1) a linear relationship between the risk and benefits of treatment; (2) two different levels of responsiveness to treatment; (3) a constant level of harm, irrespective of baseline risk; and (4) two different levels of vulnerability to harm. Instead of a single risk-dependent treatment threshold, there now are four thresholds, corresponding to the places where the two risk-benefit lines (one for high-responsiveness patients, the other for low-responsiveness patients) cross the two harm lines (one for highly vulnerable patients, the other for less vulnerable patients). As pointed out in previous discussions, both low responsiveness and high vulnerability raise the treatment threshold.

The purpose of considering these hypothetical scenarios is to demonstrate unequivocally the importance of baseline risk (susceptibility/prognosis), responsiveness, and vulnerability to predicting whether an individual will benefit from a treatment. In panel D, whether points TT1, TT2, TT3, and TT4 converge to a common mean or remain widely separated depends on the empirical relationships among risk, responsiveness, vulnerability, and outcomes. Determining these relationships more often and more rigorously is the next great task of clinical research in the 21st century.

Implications for Clinical Care

We have shown that a treatment offers the greatest benefit to patients who have a poor prognosis without treatment (or on standard treatment), who are highly responsive to the experimental treatment, and who are
minimally vulnerable to the adverse effects of the treatment; a treatment offers less benefit to patients with the opposite characteristics. This is true even for treatments that, on average, are “safe and effective.”

This insight creates an awkward situation for clinicians. On the one hand, without good data on a patient’s individual level of risk, responsiveness, and vulnerability, the average treatment effect as reported in clinical trials provides the best guidance for treating that individual. This is especially true in light of the observation that the results of ad hoc subgroup analyses (the type most commonly reported) are often spurious (Parker and Naylor 2000; Yusuf et al. 1991). On the other hand, average effects pertain most often to the average patient. Accordingly, those who deviate far from the average trial participant based on risk, responsiveness, or vulnerability may behave very differently. Clinicians should be wary of falling into casual compliance with practice guidelines that do not account for the possibility that treatment effects are heterogeneous. At the same time, they should realize that decisions based on “average effects” derived from high-quality clinical trials are likely to be better (at least on average) than decisions based on no formal evidence at all.

Unfortunately, clinicians may be discouraged from using their clinical judgment through “guideline creep”: the evolution of genuinely flexible clinical recommendations into more rigid practice standards. In a poignant illustration of this principle, Walter and colleagues describe how Veterans Affairs (VA) guidelines for colorectal cancer screening defined high rates of screening as good care, ignoring the fact that “for some patients with severe comorbid illnesses or strong preferences against screening, the risks of colorectal cancer screening outweigh the benefits” (2004, abstract, 2466). Following the release of the initial audit results, physicians at the San Francisco VA were told that the failure to raise colorectal cancer screening rates could result in financial penalties for the medical center. The VA’s administrative policies had the unintended effect of discouraging the physicians’ exercise of sound clinical judgment. Walter and colleagues identified several pitfalls in converting practice guidelines into quality measures, including inattention to illness severity, failure to distinguish screening from diagnostic testing, and not accounting for patient preferences.

How should clinicians proceed? First, they should recognize that even compromised knowledge is better than complete ignorance. Thus, in the absence of information on HTE and ITEs, reliance on average effects as
measured in good clinical studies is likely to produce better outcomes than is intuition or habit. Second, clinicians should seek evidence for or against the applicability of reported treatment effects to the patient at hand. How alike are the patient in the office and the average patient in the relevant clinical studies? Are there good reasons (empirical or pathophysiological) to believe that substantial HTE could exist? Third, physicians should try to assess their patients along the dimensions of susceptibility/prognosis, responsiveness, and vulnerability and to use their clinical judgment to integrate these concerns into a treatment recommendation. Data for estimating risk and vulnerability are available from cohort studies of prognosis and postmarketing surveys of adverse events, increasingly combined with results of genetic screening (Phillips et al. 2001). Although data on responsiveness are less widely available, important sources are subgroup analyses in adequately powered clinical trials and observational studies using advanced biostatistics tools for causal inference, such as propensity scores analysis and causal sensitivity analysis (D’Agostino 1998; Rosenbaum 2002; Rosenbaum and Rubin 1983, 1984).

At the present time, clinicians have good reason to be frustrated by the lack of data on risk, responsiveness, and vulnerability for most common conditions. Continuing advances at the nexus of genomics and medical informatics, however, hold promise for the future. The day may not be far off when a practitioner, using a handheld PDA, or personal digital assistant, will be able to calculate a patient’s baseline susceptibility and prognosis using validated clinical prediction rules; assess responsiveness and vulnerability to a therapeutic agent based on genotyping and measurement of biomarkers; and use this information for a discussion with the patient. Electronic assessment and manipulation of utilities is further away, but specialized decision support counselors may provide an interim solution (Health Dialog 2004), particularly if they can be worked into primary care practice.

Implications for Research

Taking HTE seriously means that researchers need better ways of accounting for risk, responsiveness, vulnerability, and utility as they plan and conduct clinical studies. When possible, clinical researchers should assess and report on HTE as well as ATE. They also should consider the implications of HTE in both the sample and the population.
Unfortunately, individual treatment effects cannot be estimated in parallel group randomized trials, because patients in such studies are exposed to only one treatment. As a result, HTE cannot be estimated from these trials either. Alternative trial designs such as sequential crossover and matched pairs permit the direct estimation of ITEs and deserve wider implementation (Jones and Lewis 1995).

The smart use of subgroup analysis should be encouraged. Doing this properly requires knowing something substantive about the determinants of risk, responsiveness, vulnerability, and utility as well as designing trials that are large enough to accommodate statistically valid tests of those determinants as they interact with the treatment. It also means not succumbing to the temptation to include many subgroups, each with a relatively small "n," in the interest of "representativeness." Subgroups must be judiciously selected and cautiously compared using appropriately conservative statistical approaches such as tests of interaction (Pocock et al. 2002).

The best way to ensure the generalizability of a trial’s results is widely assumed to include a broadly representative sample of the target population. Partly for this reason, the inclusion of women, minorities, and children in government-funded clinical studies is now a federal requirement in the United States (Baird 1999). Unfortunately, while a demographically varied sample may be a good defense against sample selection bias, it does not diminish concern about HTE, because the dispersion of effects across subgroups may still be large. A sample that is demographically constrained at least yields valid effect estimates for the group being studied (assuming appropriate trial design and conduct). Paradoxically, the requirement that all important age, gender, and race/ethnicity subgroups be included in clinical trials may do nothing but ensure that the estimates for any one subgroup are unreliable due to small numbers (Allmark 2004; Moye and Powell 2001). Research-funding agencies should not abandon their insistence that all pertinent groups be studied over time, but they should recognize that any single study need not include all groups.

The critical test for whether the results of a study apply to an individual patient is not whether the patient would meet the trial inclusion criteria but whether he or she is sufficiently like the average patient in the trial to make meaningful the resulting estimate of the average treatment effect. In a recent randomized trial of penicillin for acute sore throat in children, the antibiotic had no effect on the duration of the illness (Zwart
et al. 2003). The majority of patients in the trial had symptoms for more than three days before the consultation, whereas in actual practice, up to 62 percent of patients present to the physician within three days (Little et al. 1999). Generally speaking, the earlier it is administered, the more effective the antibiotic therapy is (Densen and Merle 1998). The study, however, had insufficient power to examine the effects of penicillin in different subgroups constructed according to the duration of symptoms. The problem was not that children with a short duration of illness were excluded from the trial but that not enough of them were included. While the study results might apply to children with a short duration of symptoms, we have no assurance that they actually do.

With respect to generalizability, clinical trialists should accept Longford’s insight and try to design trials that are good experiments and good surveys. Efficacy trials (which are almost always poor surveys) will remain important for demonstrating therapeutic promise and elucidating mechanisms of disease, but greater emphasis should be placed on assessing effectiveness among the patients and physicians who will actually use the treatments. Investigators could start by simply reporting more information on who their patients are and how they got into the trial (Gross et al. 2002). Newer randomized trial designs such as adaptive (“play the winner”) designs (Rosenberger and Lachin 1993), randomized consent (Zelen 1990), regression-discontinuity trials (Cappelleri and Trochim 1994), and combined single-subject (“n-of-1”) trials (Guyatt et al. 1990; Johannessen, Fosstvedt, and Petersen 1991) may also hold some promise for enhancing the generalizability of clinical experiments.

Finally, researchers should recognize that while RCTs remain the gold standard for estimating global treatment efficacy, other kinds of studies can help refine the RCT design, enhance their interpretation, and confirm their relevance. Cohort studies in particular have a critical role. Cohort studies completed in advance of a clinical trial can identify those groups of patients most likely to do poorly on standard therapy and identify other prognostic groups. Postmarketing studies can look for evidence of specific patient subgroups’ enhanced responsiveness to treatment and increased vulnerability to side effects. This approach will become increasingly important as gene microarray technology allows the simultaneous characterization of multiple genes (King and Sinha 2001). After a clinical trial is completed, it may be possible to identify genes or groups of genes that are associated with better (or worse) outcomes. The clinical trial can then be replicated on a much smaller scale, enrolling only those patients
predicted to be most genetically responsive or least vulnerable. Medical journals can help in this process by encouraging better survey sampling within clinical trials, establishing standards for reporting on subgroup analyses, and publishing more trials with nontraditional designs that permit estimation of HTE.

Implications for Policy

The policy implications of HTE hang in part on the issue’s quantitative importance. Some distinguished commentators are skeptical. Peto (1982) and Senn and Harrell (1997), for example, have suggested that quantitative differences in observed treatment effects among subgroups are mostly meaningless and that the (qualitative) reversal of effects is usually spurious. We can only say that, first, it is difficult to know the true extent of treatment-effect heterogeneity, since few studies have been appropriately powered and designed to examine subgroups or to estimate HTE directly using crossover designs or matched pair analysis. Second, the genomics era opens up entirely new opportunities to identify populations that are especially responsive (or unresponsive) to treatment or that are especially vulnerable (or resistant) to treatment-related side effects (Brazell, Freeman, and Mosteller 2002; Roses 2000).

These observations have important implications for the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) drug approval process; for the development and promulgation of practice guidelines by medical specialty societies; and for the growing movement to “pay for performance.” The FDA grants marketing approval to manufacturers who have shown their product to be safe and effective, usually based on two or more well-controlled studies. The pharmaceutical industry currently has little direct incentive to collect data on risk, responsiveness, and vulnerability that would better inform individual treatment decisions. (The indirect incentive currently in place is for drug manufacturers to identify those patient subgroups for whom a new drug is safer or more effective than an existing drug, thus creating a separate indication for the new drug.)

We propose that the FDA consider a two-stage approval process in which it would award a provisional license to market the drug based on the current safety and effectiveness criteria (i.e., using ATE). Labeling standards should be upgraded so that drug labels contain information describing the types of patients included and excluded from relevant
studies. As an incentive to compile additional data on clinically relevant subgroups and improve the drug’s clinical use, the FDA could grant secondary approvals accompanied by a patent extension as evidence accumulates on subgroups of patients who are either particularly apt to benefit from the drug or are particularly likely to be harmed. At the same time, the FDA should require the collection and public reporting of postmarketing adverse effects data so that vulnerable subgroups can be identified early. (We recognize that patent extensions will require a major legislative process and might have consequences that need to be considered and debated broadly.)

The recent controversy over the FDA’s failure to approve the “morning-after pill” for emergency contraception centered, in part, on the question of how much subgroup data are needed for general approval of a drug (or an indication for a drug). The FDA’s stated rationale for nonapproval was that the data on young teens were insufficient. Under our proposal, the FDA could have approved the morning-after pill for adult use while insisting that additional data be collected on outcomes in younger women. (Whether this would have averted the political tempest is unclear.)

The implications for clinical practice guidelines and practice incentives such as “pay for performance” are equally important. Not even the most vehement critics of EBM would advocate a return to “opinion-based” practice grounded solely in pathophysiological reasoning and personal clinical experience (Tanenbaum 1993). Nevertheless, the producers and disseminators of clinical practice guidelines face a dilemma. Clear and simple recommendations are most likely to be followed (Grol et al. 1998). But simplicity (in which ATE is emphasized and possible HTE is ignored) may be at odds with the best care.

We recommend that practice guidelines (1) be based on a thorough review of the evidence including, but not limited to, RCTs; (2) attend to both the internal validity and external validity (generalizability) of the included studies; (3) grade the evidence on which the guidelines are based (Shiffman et al. 2003); (4) incorporate information from prespecified and statistically valid subgroup analyses; (5) state the “boundaries of evidence” to whom the evidence almost certainly applies, to whom it might apply, and to whom it almost certainly does not apply; and (6) be promulgated in a spirit of humility, generally eschewing strong incentives or punitive sanctions, at least until compelling evidence for the absence of significant HTE is acquired.
Conclusions

Clinical trials provide good estimates of average effects. But averages do not apply to everyone. By attending to risk without treatment, responsiveness to treatment, vulnerability to adverse effects, and utility for different outcomes, researchers can design studies that better characterize who will—and who will not—benefit from medical interventions. Clinicians and policymakers can, in turn, make better use of the results.
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